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Chapter 1671: Wan Jiaming’s Madness 

Chapter 1671 Wan Jiaming’s Crazy 

Therefore, An Xiaoran’s grandfather An Huarui planned to specially arrange a meal for Lin Kai and give 

him a good treat. 

Lin Kai originally wanted to refuse, but it was really gracious. Besides, it happened that Li Shengxian’s 

company also needed him to sit down. 

Therefore, Lin Kai agreed. 

But for the time being, I didn’t go to Anwari. 

Calling now is just to say that I have just arrived in Shenling City. 

Tomorrow morning, I went to Anwari to discuss matters. 

After speaking, Lin Kai hung up the phone. 

Lin Kai didn’t bother to talk to Wan Jiaming and wasting his time, so he went straight to the place where 

he could take a taxi. 

Since He Shiyun was following Lin Kai’s side. 

While walking, Lin Kai looked at He Shiyun, who was walking side by side, and asked, “Shiyun, Tianyue 

District of Shenling City, what famous scenic spots are there?” 

He Shiyun immediately responded with a smile and said: “You are asking the right person. Every time I 

come to Shenling City, I will go to Tianyue District. The several tourist attractions in Tianyue District are 

still very good, especially those who can At night, the place to look at the moon is really beautiful.” 

He Shiyun started walking, and began to talk about the situation in Tianyue District of Shenling City. 

It was the senior of Li Shengxian’s company who got through to Wanfucheng and talked about Wan 

Jiaming with Wanfucheng. 

At this time, Wan Jiaming was hiding behind the stone pillar that Lin Kai glanced at not long ago. 

When Wan Jiaming saw Lin Kai, the group of people who had invited him all of a sudden knocked to the 

ground, his expression was very embarrassed, and he did not expect Lin Kai to be so powerful. 

Wan Jiaming was not reconciled, and decided to spend a lot of money to hire a few masters to give Lin 

Kai a lesson! 

Anyway, the illegitimate son has not formally inherited the position of chairman of Fengxiang Group, so 

he can still get money from Fengxiang Group. 

In other words, he is not short of money for the time being, so he directly throws money in to hire a few 

masters to teach Lin Kai a lesson! 



He was already willing to go out, knowing that Lin Kai’s identity was very unusual, but anyone asked him 

to beg Lin Kai like that, and Lin Kai didn’t even help him! He held a grudge! 

Just as Wan Jiaming was thinking, the next step is to withdraw a large sum of money from the bank card, 

and then invite a few people with extraordinary skills. 

Unexpectedly, his cell phone rang. 

What makes Wan Jiaming a little nervous is that the caller ID is his father. 

He swallowed immediately. Could it be that several people in Lin Kai found him and he asked someone 

to act on Lin? 

It’s not right. He clearly saw that the group of big men had not been exposed. And he is also smart, 

keeping those big guys tight-lipped, and if one of them leaked out, he would give half the money. 

Or is there something else? 

Wan Jiaming was thinking nervously, and then he answered the phone. 

“Did you go to Shenling?” 

Suddenly, the voice of his father Wanfucheng rang on the other side of the phone. 

Wan Jiaming felt bitter in his heart. Sure enough, his father Wanfucheng already knew that he came to 

Shenling City. 

For a moment, he was scared and didn’t know what to say. 

After a while, on the other side of the phone, his father Wanfucheng began to yell at him. Let Wan 

Jiaming apologize to Lin Kai sincerely, so that he would spare once. 

Not only that, Wanfucheng has already planned to freeze the money in the Wanjiaming bank card, as 

long as it sincerely apologizes, it will be unlocked. 

Having said that, Wan Jiaming still has the opportunity to inherit the position of chairman, but the 

premise is to sincerely apologize to Lin Kai. 

However, after hanging up the phone, Wan Jiaming became even more resentful towards Lin Kai, and 

pushed all the responsibility to Lin Kai! 

It still takes some time to freeze his bank card, so before that, he took out all the money in it. 

Then he thought of a crazy idea, that is to kill Lin Kai directly! Then forcibly take He Shiyun away and go 

abroad! 

Ever since, Wan Jiaming swiftly began to use his mobile phone to transfer the assets in the bank card, 

and then walked towards the ten or twenty big men lying on the ground. 

Wan Fu City is not true. If you want to freeze Wan Jiaming’s assets, you really want to freeze it, and it 

can be frozen all at once. He said that, nothing more than to make Wan Jiaming realize that a wrong 

attitude would give Wan Jiaming a chance. 



In any case, he is indeed his son. 

Although it is not a success, but still give some opportunities. 

Wanfucheng never expected that Wan Jiaming would continue to do stupid things. 

At this time, Wan Jiaming came to the big smoker, and then to the big smoker, he said: “Contact your 

boss and say that there is a difficult guy here. Let your boss find someone who is very good at fighting. 

People. In terms of price, it’s easy to say.” 

… 

Tianyue District. 

It is an old city in Shenling City. Although it is an old city, it has preserved many ancient places with a 

history of over a thousand years. 

It is precisely because of this that this is a famous tourist area in Shenling City, and the number of 

tourists is increasing every year. 

And in the parking lot near one of the tourist attractions, there is a middle-aged man who looks very 

vicissitudes of life standing there. 

If a car comes in, it will give an order. 

Simply put, it is the management staff of this parking lot who makes repeated actions every day. 

This vicissitudes of middle-aged man, when there is no car coming, always looks forward with a dull 

gaze, and doesn’t know what to think. 

Suddenly, at this time, a police car sirens sounded loudly on the opposite road. 

The vicissitudes of the middle-aged man, hearing the sirens of the police car, subconsciously panicked, 

as if he saw some devil, and even kept backing away. Then he retreated to the back of a big tree, and he 

seemed to relax. 

It was not until the sirens of the police car drifted away that the vicissitudes of middle-aged man began 

to slowly walk to the front from behind the big tree at that moment. 

Suddenly, a car parked in front of this parking lot. 

This vicissitudes of middle-aged man, when he was about to command the car, was suddenly behind a 

person who got off the car. 

The vicissitudes of middle-aged man was first stunned, then showed an incredible expression, then 

rubbed his eyes continuously, and said: “I…I have hallucinations? How is it possible? Why can he find 

me? impossible” 

The vicissitudes of middle-aged man constantly stared at the man who got off the car. 

The person who got off the car was Wang Dali. He came here to find Yuan Dongdong. 



According to the inquiries, Yuan Dongdong is near the scenic spots in Tianyue District, and it is not 

known which scenic spot. 

This is why, Lin meeting asked He Shiyun what attractions are in Tianyue District. 
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Chapter 1672 Pisces Golden Lock 

In the end, under Lin Kai’s inference, this scenic spot was locked. 

Wang Dali naturally followed, he couldn’t wait to see Yuan Dongdong and asked what was going on. 

Wang Dali also thought about it clearly, and felt that there was still something wrong with it. As for what 

was wrong, he still didn’t understand. 

Therefore, Wang Dali was the first to get out of the car. 

But as soon as he got out of the car, Wang Dali was stared at by a very vicissitudes of middle-aged man. 

He couldn’t help frowning, but he felt that this vicissitudes of middle-aged man was a bit familiar, but he 

couldn’t remember who this vicissitudes of middle-aged man was. 

The car with Wang Dali and the senior executive of Li Shengxian’s company. 

The high-level executive came to Wang Dali’s side and said to Wang Dali, “What are you going to do 

here? Don’t look for someone.” 

Wang Dali nodded suddenly. 

And the high-level executive continued: “Don’t worry, President Lin will definitely be able to find 

someone if he goes out, and there will be a truth back then.” 

Wang Dali also agreed with the high-level words, because he had already seen Lin Kai’s ability. 

Li Ya’er is also in this car. She is responsible for driving the car. Once here, she rents the car first. 

This time, it was the senior executive and Wang Dali who were in charge of searching. 

As for Lin Kai and He Shiyun, they are also looking for nearby attractions. But the directions were 

different. Lin Kai and He Shiyun went to an antique street, and they happened to be walking around with 

He Shiyun while looking for it. 

He Shiyun doesn’t like any antiques, but he likes the buildings on Antique Street very much. 

Because the antique street architecture here is really an old street thousands of years ago, stepping on 

the alleys and ancient roads thousands of years ago still has a special charm. 

Since Lin Kai got a bottle in Antique Street last time, he has been a little interested, maybe he could find 

any missing treasure. 

Currently, Lin Kai and He Shiyun have come to this antique street. 



As Lin Kai’s personal guide, He Shiyun began to introduce Lin Kai with a smile: “This ancient street in the 

alley was in the middle of the Tang Dynasty a thousand years ago…” 

As a flight attendant, He Shiyun has that unique temperament in itself, coupled with a slender figure and 

extremely outstanding beauty, which attracted the man in this old street to envy Lin Kai. 

I have to say that this personal guide is still very competent, and I will introduce it to Lin Kai in detail. 

But the other people in Antique Street, especially the bosses, looked at Lin Kai as if they were a fat 

sheep. 

In their eyes, having such a superb woman by her side is definitely not rich or expensive. 

There was a stall on the side of the road, an antique owner, and seeing Lin Kai passing by, he said to Lin 

Kai quickly: “Little brother, I have a pair of Pisces gold locks, one of which is engraved with one. Fish. 

This double fish golden lock was carved by a famous master during the Ming Dynasty. The double fish on 

it actually refers to a mandarin duck. It is also very good to buy for a lover…” 

He Shiyun’s face flushed immediately, and he couldn’t help but said, “Boss, don’t talk nonsense, I am not 

a lover.” 

Lin Kai looked at He Shiyun like this, smiled faintly, then began to ask the antique seller, and said, “That 

is the Pisces Golden Lock?” 

He Shiyun hurriedly stood in front of Lin Kai, and then whispered to Lin Kai, “Mr. Lin, when I just 

introduced, I already told you. Although the antique street here is an alley for thousands of years. It was 

remodeled, but now its still too commercial. The things in this antique street are very unreliable and 

almost fake. So, as long as you dont really understand it, dont buy it.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed, “Shiyun, don’t worry.” 

He was talking, then looked at the antique boss. 

The antique seller saw Lin Kai look like this and he was very happy. It seems that this kid is indeed a rich 

second generation with a lot of money. 

Especially in the face of such superb beauties, the rich second generation who is willing to behave, to 

their antique bosses, is simply fatter than a fat sheep. 

So, the antique seller quickly picked up a golden lock. 

This golden lock is indeed very beautiful, and the fish carved on it is also lifelike and very delicate. 

The antique seller, fearing that Lin Kai’s fat sheep would go away, took the initiative to hand the Pisces 

Golden Lock to Lin Kai’s hands. 

Seeing that Lin Kai took over, the antique seller breathed a sigh of relief, which also meant that this 

profitable business was at least half successful. 

The other half needed hard work. The antique seller immediately introduced Lin Kai again: “Little 

brother, this Pisces golden lock is a product of Jiangnan culture in the heyday of the Ming Dynasty. Just 

look at the fish above it. I know how exquisite it is. If you buy it, you can’t lose it. It has great collection 



value, and it is also the best thing to give to a confidante. If you give it to a confidant, then the love 

between the two, It must be forever.” 

He Shiyun heard that the antique seller said so, Qiao’s face blushed again. Although she also hoped that 

Lin Kai could buy it and give it to her. 

In this way, there is still a lot of symbolic significance. 

But He Shiyun knew that the Pisces Golden Lock must be fake, and he still said something to Lin Kai: 

“Mr. Lin, I don’t think so. The boss is all nonsense. You don’t need to listen to the boss’s nonsense. He 

fooled you to buy it. It’s usually this kind of routine. First, I flicker you to buy it. After you finish buying it, 

I wake up and regret why I bought this.” 

Lin Kai smiled again when he heard He Shiyun’s words, and first prepared to pass the Pisces Golden Lock 

to He Shiyun’s hand. 

Then while thinking about He Shiyun, he said to the antique boss, “Boss, don’t rush, wait for us to verify 

whether this Pisces golden lock is genuine or not.” 

When he heard Lin Kai’s words, the antique seller became nervous, so he had to say: “Then be careful, 

this Pisces golden lock, although it is called a golden lock, is not made of gold, but made of other 

materials. . So in terms of materials, after so many years, it is not broken, so…” 

Before the antique seller could finish, he heard a bang when the Pisces golden lock that Lin Kai handed 

He Shiyun instantly fell to the ground. Then the pair of Pisces golden locks split a few cracks in an 

instant. 

He Shiyun was taken aback, not because she didn’t pick it up. Lin Kai handed this Pisces golden lock. 

But Lin Kai was supposed to be talking to the antique seller, and then without paying attention, he let 

the Pisces golden lock fall to the ground. 
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I didn’t even expect that this Pisces golden lock really fell to the ground just as the antique seller said, 

and it was broken into half. 

This Pisces golden lock is naturally fake. If it were genuine and so fragile, how could the antique seller 

give it to Lin Kai and watch it. 

But even so, He Shiyun was still very embarrassed and said to Lin Kai: “I’m sorry, if I respond in time, this 

Pisces golden lock will not fall to the ground.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and said, “I should have been accidental. After all, I was talking to the boss, but 

none of them paid attention.” 

It was the antique seller, but he was very angry and said, “Look at what you did! This Pisces golden lock 

was broken by you. You have to pay me, and you have to ask for one. One hundred and fifty thousand!” 



Although the antique owner is so angry on the surface, he still feels happy in his heart. He didn’t expect 

that this Pisces golden lock would be broken. Wouldn’t this give him a chance? 

“One hundred and fifty thousand?” 

He Shiyun heard what the antique seller said, and immediately frowned: “It’s not made of real gold, let 

alone gold. It is estimated that there is no layer of gold powder on the outside. Depending on the 

material, the maximum is one or two hundred yuan. I dont lose you either. After all, we broke your thing 

first, so I will pay you five hundred yuan.” 

The antique seller suddenly, David was unwilling, and sneered: “500 yuan? You know that my Pisces gold 

lock is fake? One hundred and fifty thousand, one price! Besides, our antique street rules , You should 

also understand, if you lose something, you will be dealt with according to the truth!” 

This antique boss, this sentence has actually explained that a Pisces golden lock that fell on the ground is 

actually fake, but so what. 

Antique Street has the rules of Antique Street, even if it is fake, you have to pay according to the real. 

He Shiyun was speechless for a while, but at the same time she was really helpless. How could she have 

150,000 yuan to treat her mother, and the family wealth was almost gone. 

Lin Kai helped out the money for the medicine for his recovery. 

However, He Shiyun would definitely pay back the money Lin Kai helped. 

But now, she is very worried. 

When Lin Kai saw He Shiyun’s appearance, he shook his head and laughed. He immediately turned to 

the antique boss and said lightly, “Boss, you are not kind. This Pisces golden lock is not made of real 

gold. You can enter it yourself Is there no point in the price of the price? And the rules of Antique Street 

are at least the real material. 

This Pisces gold lock is too falsified, so easy to break, the purpose is not obvious? To be honest, if other 

antique shops know that you use this fragile thing to pit tourists, you will definitely be driven out of this 

antique street. Because of you, the reputation here has been completely ruined. 

Although the reputation here is not good, but the methods you used are too bad. There are other ways 

to cheat people in antique shops, but they won’t live like you. “ 

Lin Kai’s words made the antique seller’s expression very embarrassing. He didn’t expect Lin Kai to know 

so much. 

He thought that Lin Kai was a rich second-generation stupid man with a lot of money, but now with such 

a sharp language, this is a man with a lot of stupid money, he is clearly knowledgeable! 

Indeed, as Lin Kai said, he deliberately bought this fragile fake. 

That’s why, he took the initiative to hand this Pisces Golden Lock to Lin Kai’s hands. 

And while handing it to Lin Kai, he said, because it’s easy to break over time. 



This is because if Lin Kai is really damaged, he has a reason to make Lin Kai lose money. 

If you spend one hundred yuan to buy the goods, and then people lose one or two hundred thousand, it 

is definitely a big profit. 

However, this method does make other regular antique shops very shameless, thinking that it is ruining 

their reputation. 

Over the past two years, many antique shops on this antique street have joined forces to combat this 

phenomenon. 

If found, they will be driven out of this antique street. 

However, people die for money and birds die for food, and some antique owners still use this despicable 

method to entrap tourists. 

Of course, this part of the antique bosses will not be so upright, but secretly. The most important thing 

is that they also have to look at people. If they seem to be ignorant and rich, they will use this despicable 

method. 

The antique boss who should sell Pisces gold locks just took a fancy, Lin Kai didn’t know how to do it, 

and at the first glance he was a rich second-generation, he happily used this despicable method. 

Who thinks this kid actually understands. 

So for a while, the antique boss who sold Pisces golden locks looked bitter, but still said: “Twenty 

thousand yuan! Pay me 20,000 yuan! You know, the fish carved on it is so delicate and delicate, and the 

material It is also a good material. Although it is not real gold, it is also very expensive in terms of price. 

Even if you report me, you will have to pay 20,000 yuan!” 

The antique seller said so and indirectly admitted that the Pisces golden lock that fell on the ground was 

fake. 

He Shiyun was very angry when he heard the words of the antique seller. She knew that this antique 

street was pitted, but she didn’t expect it to be. 

At the same time, her face flushed, and she didn’t expect Lin Kai to understand this better than she did. 

Then she kept reminding Lin Kai before, it seemed a bit ridiculous. 

She stared at the owner of this antique shop at this time. It’s all like this. Now she still says this, twenty 

thousand yuan? Two hundred yuan is not worth it! 

He Shiyun was about to say something, Lin Kai took the lead and said: “Boss, how do you say it is that I 

broke your things first, you are wrong. You said that there are only two Pisces golden locks in the world, 

right?” 

The antique seller didn’t understand what Lin Kai meant, but of course he would not take the initiative 

to admit that what he said before was wrong. 

So the antique seller bit his head and said: “Yes, there are only two Pisces golden locks in this world.” 



Lin Kai continued, “In this way, if you break one of the Pisces golden locks, you will have to pay 20,000 

yuan. You asked me to pay 150,000 yuan before. In other words, you planned to pay 15 Ten thousand, 

two of three hundred thousand want to sell me?” 

The antique seller was even more puzzled, and nodded: “Yes, so you lost me 20,000 yuan, which is 

already a big profit.” 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “Boss, you have to thank me.” 

The antique seller was stunned immediately, and he didn’t understand what Lin Kai meant. 

Don’t talk about the antiques boss, even He Shiyun has a look of doubt, what is Lin Kai doing? 

At this moment, the antique seller was puzzled: “You broke my things, why should I thank you?” 
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Lin Kai still faintly said: “It is precisely because I broke your things that you have to thank me. Think 

about it carefully, who would take a look at the true value of your Pisces. It is estimated that I will not 

touch it. I am willing to touch it. Although it is broken, I will naturally lose money to you. 

Since you also said, there are only two Pisces golden locks in this world. I have already dropped one of 

them, so the value is naturally gone. The two Pisces Golden Locks must be bought together. But who 

would be so stupid to buy these two Pisces golden locks for 300,000 yuan. I guess, your two Pisces 

golden locks have been on the booth for a long time. 

I can see that there is still dust on it, indicating that the purchase has been unattended for a long time. 

But isn’t the opportunity here now? I broke one of the Pisces golden locks and I lost it. I also want 

another Pisces Golden Lock, but it is also calculated at the price of losing money. In other words, I will 

pay 40,000 yuan and pay you. You can just give me another intact Pisces golden lock. 

Boss, if you say this, shouldnt you have to thank me? If I didn’t break your Pisces golden lock and 

consciously lose money, then I would pay. Otherwise, if you put these two Pisces golden locks on this 

booth for a few years, they may not be able to buy them, they will only occupy the position in your 

booth. “ 

Lin Kai’s words made the antique seller’s face instantly happy. 

Worthy of being the rich second generation! 

It is equivalent to spending 40,000 yuan to buy his two Pisces golden locks. Of course, this transaction is 

done! 

The reason why the price is said to be so high, one for one hundred and fifty thousand, and two for 

three hundred thousand, is to make customers believe that this is true, and then the price is so high. 

And this high price is also conducive to bargaining later. 

This 40,000 yuan, he is simply making a lot of money! 



Therefore, the antique seller immediately responded to Lin Kai with a smile: “Little brother, it’s settled! 

Forty thousand yuan, you can take these two Pisces golden locks away!” 

But at this moment, at the intersection of this antique street, suddenly there were a dozen luxury cars 

staying side by side here, immediately attracted countless eyes. 

Because these ten luxury cars are at least several hundred thousand large, and they are all one color, 

black. 

It seems that it gives people a very social look. 

And in these ten or so luxury cars, the one in the front. 

Wan Jiaming was sitting there, and he immediately saw Lin Kai and He Shiyun on the street. Then he 

pointed at Lin Kai and He Shiyun, and his expressions were grimaceous: “I have paid all the money, 

that’s the two. The kid will be killed directly, and the girl will be taken directly to the car! After the thing 

is done, the payment will be made. A share of money!” 

Beside Wan Jiaming, there was a young man with a sallow complexion, just like a wax figure, as if it were 

not a live-action version. 

At this time, the sallow-faced young man smiled and said, “Wan Shao can pay such a high price, and he 

will take care of your affairs. But after arranging you and the girl to go abroad, I will not be in my 

control.” 

Wan Jiaming snorted: “I know, I have my own way. As long as I get out of the country, He Shiyun still has 

to follow me obediently! Because only I can save her!” 

Regarding Wan Jiamings words, the sallow-faced youth didnt say much. Soon, the sallow-faced youth 

took out a walkie-talkie and immediately gave an order: “On the fifth stall on Antique Street, there is 

one man and one man standing. Female. The male was slaughtered, and the female was forcibly 

brought to my car.” 

Following the words of the sallow-faced young man, at least five or six people were in each of these ten 

luxury cars. 

Approaching hundreds of people, they rushed to the street mightily and quickly. 

The other passers-by and tourists were all scattered in shock. Even the antique sellers didn’t care about 

their stalls and hurried away. 

They were all very frightened, and never thought of what age this is, there should be such a scene. 

At this time, the boss had already taken out another Pisces golden lock, and at the same time asked Lin 

Kai to scan the code for payment. 

Lin Kai also took out his mobile phone and was about to scan it. 

Suddenly, Lin Kai seemed to sense something. First, he took the Pisces Golden Lock from the boss, and 

then moved his body to the right. 



The antique seller was puzzled. For some reason, Lin Kai suddenly acted like this when he was about to 

make Lin Kai pay. 

There were close to hundreds of people, and a few of them were good at running and ran very fast. 

They ran to Lin Kai first, and all of them locked on Lin Kai and kicked them one after another. 

After Lin Kai moved, the few people naturally kicked it, at the booth of the antique seller. 

All the things on the stall were dropped, but most of the things were very fragile. As soon as he landed, 

it was all broken. It was enough to see how black-hearted this antique seller is. 

Lets not talk about fakes on the stalls. As a result, most of the fakes are still the worst fake ones, which 

are easily broken. 

However, the antique seller still feels distressed. These things can deceive a few more. People like Lin 

Kai today are so rich and rich. 

Therefore, the antique seller couldn’t help but yelled at those people: “These things worth tens of 

millions have been broken by you. Hurry up!” 

“roll!” 

One of them doesn’t care about the words of the antique seller. 

Immediately, he looked at Lin Kai with a sharp gaze, and gave the command: “Let’s go!” 

This person is obviously also a teller, and also the leader of nearly a hundred people. From Lin Kai just 

now, he can see that Lin Kai is a master, and he does not hesitate to direct others to join him. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai threw the hundreds of dollars in cash to the antique boss. 

Originally, Lin Kai planned to spend 40,000 yuan to buy this double fish gold lock, because another 

complete binocular gold lock is indeed real. 

With Lin Kai’s venomous eyes, one could see that the Pisces golden lock in his hand was real. 

The real price is far more than 300,000. 

Lin Kai saw that the antique seller did such a black-hearted thing, so naturally he would not use the 

original high price to give the antique seller. 

So he planned to pay forty thousand at random, but this group of people suddenly came in and knocked 

over the stall of the antique owner. 

Lin Kai discovered that most of the original stalls were fakes among such fakes. 

Lin has eyesight, can recognize genuine products, as well as fake products. But the fakes in this kind of 

fakes can only be distinguished unless you have to test the quality yourself. 

Looking at it this way, the antique seller relies entirely on the fakes among the fakes to cheat. 

For this kind of person, Lin Kai would naturally not spend another 40,000 to give this antique seller, so as 

not to encourage him, this antique seller will want to go to such a trick. 
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As a result, Lin Kai threw two or three hundred yuan at random to this very black-hearted antique seller. 

As for the group of people, Lin Kai didn’t plan to solve it here. After all, this place is still very prosperous, 

and it’s not very good to make too much noise. 

At random, Lin Kai first handed the Pisces Golden Lock to He Shiyun. 

Then, under He Shiyun’s faintly shy gaze, Lin Kai hugged Princess He Shiyun like that, and swiftly moved 

towards the antique street and left outside on the other side. 

When nearly a hundred people saw Lin Kai leave, naturally they followed Lin Kai. 

Although Lin Kai was hugging He Shiyun, with his strength, it was no different from the weight of a 

feather. 

Naturally, those people couldn’t keep up with Lin Kai’s speed, and Lin Kai didn’t run as hard as he could, 

not even one-tenth the speed. 

Rao is so, there are close to hundreds of people, and few can barely catch up in the end. In another half 

a minute, these people didn’t even see Lin Kai’s figure. 

In fact, as early as outside the street, when the dozen or so luxury cars arrived, Lin Kai felt it. 

He also saw Wan Jiaming on the car, but he did not expect that Wan Jiaming was like a mad dog. 

For this, Lin Kai naturally has no fear. 

The reason why he ran with He Shiyun was mainly because there were still too many tourists in this 

street, and it was not convenient for him to shoot. 

Now that this group of people ran across the street like this, the group of tourists naturally dispersed 

quickly. 

Therefore, there are only hundreds of people left on this street. 

Lin Kai just let go of He Shiyun. He Shiyun didn’t panic, but was excited. 

When Lin Kai saw He Shiyun’s appearance, he couldn’t help but curiously said, “Why are you so happy?” 

“It just feels too exciting.” He Shiyun smiled. 

Especially when she saw that Lin Kai hugged her princess and threw away the hundreds of people. 

This was the first time she saw such a scene in her life, just like the heroes and heroines of idol dramas. 

Lin Kai shook his head and laughed. He didn’t say anything, but turned around and looked at the street 

in front of him. 

Only a dozen people can follow. 



It was just abrupt. Lin Kai sensed that in an antique shop not far away, there was a wave of true energy, 

it seemed that there was something precious. 

Lin Kai didn’t change his expression. First, he looked at the dozen or so people, and said lightly, “Don’t 

waste any time, you go together.” 

The ten or so people were very annoyed when they chased Lin Kai, but they never thought that Lin Kai 

was so difficult to chase. 

Now I heard Lin Kai say so again, and everyone was furious. They didn’t believe it and couldn’t deal with 

this kid. 

If they can catch up, they naturally have a certain strength. 

Then these ten people glanced at each other, immediately surrounded Lin Kai, and then immediately 

rushed over. 

It’s just that before these dozen or so people rushed in, a sneer appeared at the corner of Lin Kai’s 

mouth, and his figure flashed, and he heard the thumping sound. 

Suddenly, these ten people fell to the ground one after another, shouting endlessly. 

Naturally, there are still some tourists who didn’t have time to leave. When they saw Lin Kai so brave, 

they all exclaimed. 

They even gathered around, wanting to take photos or videos, and upload them to the Internet. 

In fact, Lin Kai was to avoid this kind of thing, causing a lot of disturbance, and only let this group of 

people drive away most of the tourists, so as to avoid such a big disturbance at the time, which is not 

very good. 

However, these tourists were not as fast as Lin Kai. Lin Kai immediately pulled He Shiyun and quickly 

walked in toward an antique shop called Zhenbao Pavilion. 

Lin Kai went straight through the crowd, very fast, so the tourists didn’t see anything clearly, thinking 

that Lin Kai was still in the crowd. 

Therefore, I didn’t see that Lin Kai brought He Shiyun into this Treasure Pavilion. 

At this time, the Treasure Pavilion naturally didn’t know what was happening outside. 

The location of this treasure pavilion is located in the corner of this antique street, which is a relatively 

biased location. 

Coupled with the fact that close to hundreds of people have not passed by here, naturally they don’t 

know what is happening outside. 

But there are five people in the Treasure Pavilion. 

One is a middle-aged man in his forties or fifty, who looks like the owner of this treasure pavilion. The 

other is a man in his 20s and 30s, and he should be a clerk in this treasure pavilion. 



In addition, there are three others. An old man with white beard in his sixties and seventies, and a pair 

of young men and women. 

The pair of young men and women, the male is handsome, the female is beautiful and temperamental. 

These three people are together, and at first glance they are extraordinary. 

Moreover, the young men and women looked a little alike, so they must be brothers and sisters. 

At this time, the owner of Zhenbao Pavilion took out a place similar to a stone plate, which was very old. 

It is the kind that can be seen at a glance, at least for thousands of years, full of ancient aura. 

When the old man with white beard saw this ancient stone plate, his eyes lit up. 

The handsome man next to him said: “Grandpa, this is just an ordinary stone plate. At most, it is a 

vintage stone plate. Although it is an antique, it is not so valuable. If you spend a million, you still dont. 

worth it.” 

The beautiful woman also nodded and persuaded: “Yes, grandpa, although we are not short on money, 

it is better to buy me a million cosmetics for a million to buy this stone plate.” 

The white-bearded old man glared at the beautiful woman: “Returning cosmetics, you will not be able to 

use your cosmetics for ten lifetimes. Besides, you finally come back and visit this place with Grandpa, 

can’t you? Its okay to spend tens of millions to buy a car, but cant I just buy this?” 

Although the old man with white beard said so, he actually looked at his grandson and granddaughter 

with a cowardly expression. 

The beautiful woman immediately surrendered: “Yes, you are always happy.” 

But the handsome man curled his lips and said, “Grandpa, at least the car is used for transportation, and 

it is also useful for daily use, but what is the effect of buying this stone plate. Collecting this will not do 

much for viewing, it will only occupy space. .” 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion was happy at first, because in his opinion, this old man with white beard 

really liked this ancient stone plate. In addition, it can be seen that the identity of the old man with 

white beard is not ordinary. In this case, it is absolutely necessary to buy this ancient stone plate. 

Where do I know, the grandson and granddaughter of the old man with white beard, there constantly 

persuade the old man with white beard not to buy. 

At this moment, the owner of the treasure pavilion became anxious. Although he could not see this 

ancient stone plate, it was a genuine antique at any rate. 

After identification, it also has a history of at least two thousand years. 

Since then, the owner of the Jumbo Pavilion said: “Our Jumbo Pavilion has always sold genuine 

antiquities.” 

Chapter 1676: Pre Qin Qimen 

Chapter 1676 



I saw the owner of Treasure Pavilion, and continued: “Dont look at this old stone plate, it looks 

unremarkable. But in terms of vintage, it was at least two thousand years ago, probably during the 

Spring and Autumn and Warring States period, and it can even go Move up. This year alone is very 

valuable. 

Speaking of which, this old stone plate has always been the treasure of my Jumbo Pavilion. My treasure 

pavilion is the property left by my grandfather, and it has been a hundred years ago. 

The reason why it became the treasure of the town shop is also what my grandfather meant. At the 

time, my grandfather was a very famous master appraiser. This old stone plate was not sold in this 

town’s store during my grandfather and father’s time. 

If it weren’t for your grandfather, who likes this old stone plate very much, I wouldn’t take it out, let 

alone sell it. This is because of your grandfather’s face, so you can’t sell it. “ 

The boss of Jumbo Pavilion naturally said half-truth. At the beginning, this old stone plate was indeed 

the treasure of the town, and it also had a history of at least two thousand years. But since his father, he 

has a plan to sell this old stone plate. 

But for a long time, the customers who came in have never looked down upon this old stone plate. 

Until he became the owner of the treasure pavilion, he also planned to sell this old stone plate, because 

it also took up a lot of space. 

Now it’s hard to see people who are interested in this old stone plate, and they may even buy this old 

stone plate. 

The owner of this treasure pavilion would naturally not let go of the opportunity, and he was talking 

endlessly about how this old stone plate has a background. 

Hearing the words of the owner of the treasure pavilion, the beautiful woman couldn’t help but politely 

said: “It’s just two thousand years of stones. There are such old-fashioned stones everywhere in the 

ground. When is the value as high as one million? Two thousand years of stones are not worth a million 

at all!” 

It’s not that there is no money, but that this beautiful woman feels that such a purchase is really 

worthless. 

The handsome man also nodded and said, “Yes, if it’s just a gimmick with a 2,000-year-old year, it 

wouldn’t be worth a million! If there is anything else that proves that this old stone plate is worth a 

million, I’ll buy it directly! It’s not bad for money!” 

The boss of Jumbo Pavilion smiled secretly when he heard this, he was professional in introducing some 

treasures. 

Therefore, the owner of the treasure pavilion pointed to the old stone plate and continued to introduce 

him: “It seems that this old stone plate is very ordinary, and it is a bit old. But if you look at an antique 

on the outside, it is still It is not comprehensive enough, and we have to look at it in combination with 

other aspects. 



This old stone plate also has a history, and it was a personal item of a pre-Qin Qi refiner two thousand 

years ago. The reason why I know that this is a personal item of a pre-Qin Qi refiner is because there are 

some patterns and words carved on this old stone plate. As there is a lot of ash on the upper area, you 

still can’t see it. “ 

While talking, the boss of Jumbo Pavilion motioned to the store employee. 

Then the store employee brought white gloves and a small clean brush. 

Immediately, the owner of Jumbo Pavilion put on white gloves and used this clean little brush to brush a 

few brushes on the surface of the old stone plate. 

I saw that on the surface of the old stone plate, the dust was brushed off a layer of dust on the surface, 

revealing some patterns and some words on the surface. 

The boss of Zhenbao Pavilion then introduced again: “It says that the personal profile of this pre-Qin Qi 

refiner is similar to writing his own autobiography. At the same time, he also introduced this old stone 

pan, which is the practice of this pre-Qin Qi refiner. The stone plate used. Usually, when you are 

practicing, you will sit under the stone plate, which has the effect of getting rid of the demons, so as not 

to get mad while practicing. 

Although two thousand years have passed, it is estimated that that magical effect is gone. But if your 

grandfather buys it back, I can guarantee that you don’t need to sit on the stone plate, just put it in the 

sleeping bedroom. When your grandfather sleeps at night, he can still calm the mind and fall asleep 

without worrying about insomnia. 

It’s not that I was talking nonsense, because once, I was too busy here, and I was busy until two or three 

in the morning, so I simply fell asleep here. It happened to be beside this old stone plate. Older people, 

insomnia and everything are normal. I often wait for an hour or two to fall asleep. But the magic is that I 

fell asleep peacefully within half a minute. 

I didn’t know at first, it was the function of this old stone plate. After doing this several times later, I 

finally discovered the value of this old stone plate. I just found out a few days later, your grandfather 

took a fancy. If it weren’t for your grandpa, I would really hate to sell it. “ 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion has stopped and used a brush to brush the dust on the old stone plate. 

The appearance of the old stone plate at this time, with the extra ancient patterns and text, proves that 

this old stone plate does seem to be a little bit simple. 

But for the treasurer of the treasure house, the old stone plate just mentioned has the effect. 

Whether it was a beautiful woman or a handsome man, they shook their heads slightly, naturally they 

didn’t believe what the owner of Jumbo Pavilion said. 

However, the appearance of this old stone plate has indeed become a bit extraordinary compared to 

before. 

It was a beautiful woman who couldn’t help but said, “Sorry, my grandfather doesn’t suffer from 

insomnia. Not only is he healthy, he is also healthy, and he has maintained a very healthy daily routine. 



I must fall asleep before ten o’clock in the evening. Get up at five in the morning and start morning 

exercises. They have been maintained for most of their lives, so the effect of this old stone pan is of no 

use to my grandfather. “ 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion was suddenly embarrassed. Normally speaking, at a certain age, insomnia 

is getting worse and worse. He never expected that the grandfather of these two people would be so 

healthy. 

The owner of Treasure Pavilion was anxious again, and quickly said, “Your grandpa has no problem, but 

your relatives and the like will always encounter insomnia problems. If you buy it back, this old stone 

plate is the best. The cure for insomnia.” 

At this time, the white-bearded old man smiled and said, “Jing’er, the boss just said a very important 

function, there is no need to hold on to it. And what the boss said should not be fake. Even if I am now, I 

can I feel that the invisible aura from this old stone plate makes me feel very peaceful. 

It seems that the two-thousand-year-old pre-Qin Qi refiner was able to practice quietly through the 

invisible aura revealed by this old stone plate, so as not to become confused. Even if two thousand years 

have passed, there are still some effects. “ 

Chapter 1677: Mischief 

Chapter 1677 

The old man with white beard paused slightly, and then said: “So you can see that this is a rare treasure. 

You two, if you really want to be filial to me, then this old stone plate, you too Dont stop me from 

buying it. This tranquilizing effect alone is worth a million to buy.” 

The owner of the treasure pavilion couldn’t help being right, and the white-bearded old man laughed 

and said: “The old man is right, this old stone plate is something that is two thousand years ago, but it is 

a personal thing for the mysterious pre-Qin Qi refiner. This kind of thing can still play some role now, it 

can be seen that it is extraordinary. Maybe there are other effects. 

If the old man wants to buy it, he can get a ten thousand off. Just ninety-nine thousand nine hundred 

and ninety-nine million. How about being auspicious and healthy for long? “ 

“Haha, good good!” 

The old man with white beard is full of joy. It’s not that it is less than ten thousand. For him, it makes no 

difference. The main reason is to be auspicious and to buy what he likes. 

The beautiful woman and the handsome man saw her grandfather love this old stone plate so much, 

they glanced at each other, and then they both shook their heads and gave up. 

If you like it, buy it directly. Anyway, it’s only one million, not much, just to make the elderly happy. 

Although the two knew that this old stone plate was definitely not that magical, they still bought it. 

But at this moment, Lin Kai and He Shiyun had already completely walked into this treasure pavilion. 



Lin Kai couldn’t help but said to the white-bearded old man: “This old gentleman, you are in good 

health. You are even stronger than many young people. The so-called positive and negative, if you buy it 

back, it will be really good. When you are around, your body will deteriorate, and it will only affect your 

health.” 

What Lin Kai said is naturally true, and the most important thing is this old stone plate. To be precise, it 

can now be regarded as an ominous thing. 

Lin Kai’s words made the beautiful woman and handsome man not angry. Instead, he felt that Lin had 

said a little more when he said so that the two grandfathers would not buy this. 

Only the boss of Treasure Pavilion and the old man with white beard frowned upon hearing Lin Kai’s 

words. 

Especially the boss of Jumbo Pavilion, seeing the business that was about to be transacted, when Lin Kai 

said that, it was very likely that it would be turned off. Isn’t this here to make trouble? 

He said that this old stone plate has the effect of health and longevity, soothing the nerves and 

nourishing the nerves. As a result, this kid came up, that is to say, the old stone plate could not serve 

those functions at all. Isn’t this an obvious teardown! 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion immediately gave the store staff a look. 

Soon the store employee understood what the owner of Jumbo Pavilion meant, and walked directly in 

front of Lin Kai, and said coldly: “What nonsense! Sorry, we Jumbo Pavilion does not welcome you! Get 

out!” 

Before Lin Kai could say anything, the beautiful woman opened her mouth and said, “I think this little 

brother has some truth in what he said. Besides, what your treasure pavilion said is also a century-old 

store. No one said anything. Up.” 

The store employee saw it, and the owner of Zhenbao Pavilion was still winking at him, so he coldly 

snorted to Lin Kai: “Get out!” 

While talking, he pushed Lin Kai a bit. 

But the shop staff found that they couldn’t push Lin Kai at all, and became a little annoyed, and then 

increased their strength to try to push Lin Kai out. 

Lin Kai frowned and didn’t move anything. Instead, he said indifferently, “Is Zhenbaoge doing business 

like this?” 

Following Lin Kai’s words, the hand that the store employee pushed on Lin Kai’s body was bounced back 

by a force. 

The strength of this rebound caused the store staff to retreat several steps, and even screamed in pain 

from their hands, as if they were hitting the wall with a heavy punch, that kind of pain. 

Whether it was the boss of Jumbo Pavilion or the old man with white beard, including the beautiful 

women and handsome men, they all looked at Lin Kai in surprise. 



Never thought that Lin Kai had such a skill. 

The employees of this store are also strong and physically strong. Normally speaking, such a push can 

definitely push normal adults a long way. 

But now, the employees of this store go to push Lin Kai, but they have not pushed Lin Kai away. Lin Kai 

didn’t move. On the contrary, the staff of the shop not only stepped back several steps, but even their 

hands were shaking, as if they were about to dislocate. 

At this moment, how could the owner of Jumbo Pavilion dared to give way, the store employee drove 

away Lin Kai, and directly let the store employee out. 

It was the beautiful woman who saw Lin Kai. She was surprised and then said to Lin Kai first: “This little 

brother, you just said, my grandfather is very healthier than many normal young people. You want to be 

strong. Then, do you think my grandfathers body, is there any employee in this shop that needs to be 

strong?” 

Lin Kai said indifferently: “Your grandpa has a steady breath, a restrained bone, and a deep dantian. He 

must have been a martial artist since he was a child. Although a martial artist is injured, he will have 

various diseases in his later years. But your grandpa is not so desperate in martial arts. Just to 

strengthen the body, plus the usual good habits that have been maintained for many years. 

As a result, although he is old now, his body is indeed stronger than the staff of this store. Of course, the 

premise is that this old stone plate is not bought back. If you buy it back, it is not necessarily. “ 

The beautiful woman was surprised at first, and then joyful on her face: “Brother, you are too accurate! 

My grandfather did practice martial arts since childhood, but just to strengthen his body. My 

grandfather is basically not sick. Its because of good habits.” 

But at this time, the owner of Jumbo Pavilion was very unhappy, and he hummed to Lin Kai: “Boy, you 

continue to say this, dont blame me, Jumbo Pavilion does not welcome you. Please shut up! The 

business itself is what you want and I want. Yes, this old gentleman likes this old stone plate so much. He 

bought it happily, and I sold it happily. However, you have been talking nonsense here! Obviously you 

are here to mess up my business! Say, did you come here to smash the place deliberately by another 

store!” 

Lin Kai said, “How can I talk nonsense?” 

Treasures boss immediately hummed: “Im not talking nonsense! You said this old stone plate, if the old 

man buys it back, it will affect his current health and cause the old mans health to get worse and worse. 

If it was you If you say that, is this old stone plate an ominous thing?” 

Lin Kai said with a calm face: “Is this something ominous, you don’t know it in your heart?” 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion immediately sneered: “I have already said that this old stone plate has the 

effect of curing insomnia and soothing the nerves. How can this be an ominous thing! Tell me clearly!” 

Chapter 1678: Do An Experiment 

Chapter 1678 



When the boss of Jumbo Pavilion said this, Lin Kai showed a playful smile on the corner of his mouth, 

and couldn’t help but say: “Boss, you really want to, let me talk about it?” 

The boss of Treasure Pavilion saw the playfulness of Lin Kai’s mouth, and he felt a strong sense of 

anxiety inexplicably. 

But he bit the bullet and sneered at Lin Kai: “Then you are talking! If you find out, you still talk nonsense, 

don’t blame me for driving you out!” 

At this time, the old man with white beard also showed some interest, and he couldnt help but say, 

“Little brother, Im also very curious about what kind of ominous thing this is, why am I still? I feel this 

old stone plate and give it to me. A very sacred breath.” 

The beautiful woman seemed to have a good impression of Lin Kai, so she said, “Brother, you can speak 

boldly. If the owner of this shop wants to treat you well, then I will protect you.” 

When he heard the words of the beautiful woman, the boss of the treasure pavilion looked a little ugly. 

In fact, no matter what Lin Kai said was right or not, he would deal with nonsense in the end, and then 

drive away Lin Kai. 

Unexpectedly, this beautiful woman immediately blocked his thoughts. 

How could Lin Kai fear the owner of this treasure pavilion, he just smiled and said, “In fact, it’s not that 

complicated. Didn’t the boss just say that this is a personal thing for the pre-Qin Qi refiner, or it is used 

in practice? Quietly, to prevent ignorance. This kind of natural effect is somewhat effective, otherwise 

the pre-Qin Qi refiners would not use this as a treasure…” 

When Lin Kai said this, he paused. 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion sighed in secret, he quickly said: “Since what I said is correct, why do you 

still say it is an evil thing?” 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “I haven’t finished speaking, why are you eager to interject like this. This pre-Qin 

Qi refiner did use this, but I see the words and patterns on the surface of the old stone plate, you have 

the most The important information is not said. That is the reason why the Qi refiners of the pre-Qin 

Dynasty recorded this information on this, so that later generations should not use this stone plate. 

Because this old stone plate didn’t know what was wrong, it might have been used for a long time, 

which caused the effect to be much lower than before, and even often caused the pre-Qin Qi refiner to 

almost become crazy. But he couldn’t destroy this stone plate. He could only record these on it to warn 

others not to use it. “ 

The owner of Zhenbao Pavilion immediately responded: “That can’t say anything! The reason why I 

didn’t say this is because it’s normal. After all, after a long time, it will not have the previous effect. 

Besides, the pre-Qin Qi refiner almost went wrong. Being enchanted doesn’t explain much, it only shows 

that his practice is too bad.” 

What’s more, the current old stone plate has a little effect. For us today, this effect is enough, and this 

one million is also worth it! “ 



“Oh? Really?” 

The playful smile on Lin Kai’s face became more and more prosperous, and he continued: “You said that 

your old stone plate, starting from your grandfather, is the treasure of the town shop. I dare to ask you, 

whether your grandfather or your father, All deaths should have been accidents, right? Before death, a 

short section of the neck was black, not because of poisoning. 

Now your neck is also a little black. In fact, this is because this old stone plate helped the pre-Qin Qi 

refiner to resist all kinds of evil spirits. As a result, the current old stone plate has become a little 

unknown. If you put this stone plate in the Treasure Pavilion again, you will follow the footsteps of your 

grandfather and father in the long run. “ 

Lin Kai’s words make it seem like an old man with a white beard, a beautiful woman or a handsome 

man, or a shop employee, as if he were listening to the heavenly scriptures. One by one, I didn’t believe 

it. 

But in the next moment, several people noticed the astonishment and incredible expression of the 

owner of Jumbo Pavilion, and they knew that most of what Lin Kai said was true. 

The old man with white beard frowned and said, “Boss, can this little brother say that is true?” 

The boss of Treasure Pavilion wanted to point Lin Kai directly, but he was talking nonsense, 

untrustworthy and so on. 

Suddenly, he saw Lin Kai’s calm gaze watching him. Those calm gazes made him inexplicably frightened, 

as if there would be something terrifying waiting for him if he didn’t admit it yet. 

Therefore, the owner of Jumbo Pavilion could not help but sighed and said, “It is not that I intentionally 

concealed it, but I just doubted whether it was the cause of this old stone plate. My grandfather and 

father, indeed, died of unfavorable life. There is also a black area on it. There is also a small spot on 

mine. 

I only know that before my father died, he often slept in this treasure pavilion. I never slept in the 

treasure pavilion before. When I came to the treasure pavilion in the morning, I also saw my father 

sleeping next to this old stone plate. 

A few days ago, I also had no intention of sleeping in this treasure pavilion, and then gradually depended 

on it and slept beside this old stone plate. I didn’t think much about it, but I also thought that this stone 

plate was indeed a bit weird, but it should not do any harm to the body. On the contrary, it has some 

benefits. It is a long time and will rely on this old stone plate. 

It just so happened that today this old gentleman took a fancy to this old stone plate, I decided to sell it. 

I didn’t expect that this old stone plate would be an ominous thing. No wonder I also heard my father 

say that my grandfather liked to sleep next to this old stone plate during his lifetime! “ 

When I heard the words of the owner of Treasure Pavilion, everyone except Lin Kai thought was 

shocked, never expected that this old stone plate seemed to really be an ominous thing. 

However, the owner of Jumbo Pavilion thought about something wrong, how did he say it all, so that it 

is not conducive to selling, so he quickly argued: “It may be a coincidence, not necessarily an ominous 



thing. Although some rely on this old stone It can cure insomnia, and it can also calm the nerves and 

nourish the mind.” 

Lin Kai said indifferently: “Since you still don’t believe it, do an experiment, and you will fully understand 

whether what I’m saying is true.” 

“How to test?” 

Everyone is very curious whether this is true or not. 

After all, it is really too mysterious, it is dubious. 

At this time, Lin Kai ignored everyone’s words, but came to a wall, and a fly happened to fly onto the 

wall. 

Lin Kai was very relaxed and caught the fly at once. 

Everyone was surprised at Lin Kai’s skill again. 

Normal people want to catch the flies, unless the flies are almost dead, otherwise they won’t catch them 

so easily. 

But this fly, which has been flying around in this treasure pavilion not long ago, is still a very healthy fly. 

Everyone is also very curious about Lin Kai, catching a fly, what experiment can be done to prove that 

this old stone plate is an ominous thing? 

Chapter 1679: People From Harm 

Chapter 1679 Eliminate Harm for the People! 

Several people at the scene were very puzzled, including He Shiyun, who were very curious about how 

Lin Kai caught a fly and proved whether the old stone plate was an ominous thing. 

Immediately, under the doubts of several people at the scene, Lin Kai had already walked to the front of 

the old stone pan. 

Not only that, Lin Kai also directly removed a pair of wings from the fly, so that the fly would lose its 

wings and could not fly. 

After Lin Kai finished this, he said, “I will put this wingless fly on the old stone plate. If it is really an 

ominous thing, the evil spirit contained in the old stone plate can still be Kill this fly within a minute.” 

After Lin Kai finished speaking, he did not hesitate to throw the fly on the old stone plate. 

Normally, even if a fly loses its wings, it will be alive and kicking. 

Just now, the old man with white beard and the owner of Jumbo Pavilion did see that the fly was still 

very energetic, struggling constantly in Lin Kai’s hands. 

It also shows that this fly is still healthy and normal. 

But a strange scene happened, but after seeing this fly, after being opened to the old stone plate by Lin, 

he seemed to lose his movement for an instant, walking on the stone plate very slowly. 



And it looked like it wasn’t that this fly didn’t want to go, but it seemed that there was something on the 

stone plate that was pulling the fly. 

In less than ten seconds, the fly walked more and more slowly, and finally stopped walking, but the 

whole body was trembling, as if struggling there. 

It was like a pair of invisible big hands catching the flies, leaving the flies motionless in place. 

Under the stunned gazes of several people on the scene again, ten seconds later, this fly fell to the 

ground with all four feet upside down, and it was already dead and could not die again! 

what? This was less than a minute, forty to fifty seconds at most. The fly that was originally alive and 

kicking, and no one did anything to this fly, just died? Is it really this old stone plate with so-called evil 

spirits? 

The boss of Treasure Pavilion reacted for the first time, and then questioned Lin Kai: “Boy, ask, did you 

use other methods to make the flies like this when you were catching flies?” 

Lin Kai shook his head slightly when he heard the words of the boss of Zhenbaoge, too lazy to argue. He 

has already spoken thoroughly, and has done such an experiment. 

Although small insects like flies are tenacious in life, they are not comparable to humans. Besides, this 

old stone pan was originally for humans, to resist being affected by negative things. 

But at the same time, this old stone plate also absorbed those negative things. As a result, the old stone 

plate has now become an ominous thing. 

Therefore, the evil spirit contained in this old stone plate can quickly kill these little bugs. However, for 

humans, it takes a long time, which will affect people’s health. 

The owner of Jumbo Pavilion, if he pays attention to the vicinity of this old stone plate, he definitely 

knows that there must be many small bugs’ bodies near this old stone plate. 

As for other people’s belief or not, that’s their business. He has already done what he should say and do. 

So if you continue to argue now, there is no need. 

At this time, whether it was a beautiful woman or a handsome man, seeing this scene, he nodded in 

surprise at the same time, thinking that what Lin Kai said should be correct. 

The beautiful woman opened her mouth and said, “Grandpa, I think this little brother has already done 

experiments, and it really proves that this old stone plate is unnecessary. He said that. So it’s probably 

an ominous thing. Don’t be afraid. Ten thousand, just in case, so dont buy this old stone plate, lest it 

affect your health.” 

The handsome man also said, “Grandpa, let me forget it, or if you like other antiques. This time, no 

matter how much it is, you will buy it, as long as it is not such an ominous thing.” 

The old man with white beard was actually a little shaken. Now that he heard his grandchildren say so, 

he couldn’t help but nodded and said, “Okay, then don’t buy this old stone plate.” 



At this moment, the owner of Jumbo Pavilion was about to jump in a hurry, and said quickly: “Old sir, 

don’t believe this kid, from the beginning to now, the whole process is nonsense! I suspect that it is 

another antique shop. Someone was sent over to make trouble. You don’t know, our antique street, 

there are almost hundreds of antique shops, the competition is fierce. 

Especially for a century-old store like mine, the business is much better than other stores. So other 

shops with bad business just think about how to get old shops like mine. So he must have been sent by 

another shop with poor business to make trouble! 

And this is an antique that you like very much. It’s very rare to meet a favorite. Well, if you buy again, I 

will reluctantly give you a 20% discount! “ 

No matter what the current owner of Jumbo Pavilion said. 

At this time, the old man with white beard shook his head and said, “Boss, what you said is wrong. This 

little brother, with my eyesight, is by no means an ordinary person, how could he be sent by some other 

store? I should thank him The little brother is right. If I really buy this old stone plate, it is estimated that 

within a few months, my health will definitely get worse.” 

The white-bearded old man said, then stood up and gave Lin Kai a slightly grateful fist: “Little brother, 

thank you for your words. Otherwise, I would really be dragged to my body by such an ominous thing. 

Its too late.” 

Lin Kai immediately shook his head and smiled: “Old sir, it doesn’t have to be that way. I just happened 

to be in this treasure pavilion, and I happened to see this old stone plate, which is an ominous thing. If 

you buy it back, it is still very harmful. But I honestly say that it is also because I want to buy this old 

stone plate. 

Since I can see that this old stone plate is an ominous thing, at the same time I am not afraid of the 

ominous thing on this old stone plate. At the same time, I will suppress the evil spirit of this old stone 

plate, so as not to let this old stone plate grow up again and harm this time. If this old stone plate is 

allowed to go down arbitrarily, the evil spirit contained in it will become stronger and stronger, and then 

it will become a real evil thing. “ 

What Lin Kai said is naturally true. If this old stone pan is left alone, the future will be full of evil spirits. 

Moreover, it is the kind of invisible murder, which can be more harmful than a powerful evil. 

Hearing Lin Kai’s words, the old man with white beard immediately looked at Lin Kai with admiration, 

and smiled with his beard, “The little brother seems to be a hidden expert, and he is doing harm to the 

people!” 

The boss of Treasure Pavilion, hearing Lin Kai’s words, his eyes lit up instantly. 
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Chapter 1680: Really Boring 

Because the boss of Jumbo Pavilion originally thought that this big deal would be disturbed by Lin Kai, he 

was very angry. 

Never thought that Lin Kai would even buy it. 



Although Lin Kai’s behavior of buying this old stone plate has overturned his previous words. 

But the boss of this treasure pavilion, as a businessman, has a thick face, and everything is profit-

oriented. Lin Kai really wanted to buy this old stone plate. Naturally, it was impossible for him to go and 

get angry with Lin Kai. 

Therefore, the owner of the treasure pavilion turned his face faster than the book, and immediately said 

to Lin Kai with a smile: “This little brother, you are going to buy my old stone plate. If you buy it, I will 

also give it. How about a 20% discount? You only need 800,000, and you can take this old stone plate 

away.” 

The owner of Treasure Pavilion now believes in his heart, this old stone plate is very evil. 

He could see in a few days that there were indeed some corpses of small insects near the old stone 

plate. 

Combined with his father and grandfather, they all died like that, and he started to have this situation. 

What Lin Kai described is completely correct. 

This shows that this old stone plate is indeed an ominous thing. 

He thought that Lin Kai was indeed a hermit, and now he took the initiative to buy this old stone plate, 

which is also doing harm to the people. 

Lin Kai didn’t say much when seeing the situation of the owner of Zhenbao Pavilion. Instead, he directly 

transferred 800,000 yuan to the owner of Zhenbao Pavilion and bought this old stone plate. 

It didn’t take long for the owner of the treasure pavilion to have a happy expression, and put the old 

stone plate in a wooden box, packed it, and then sent it to Lin Kai. 

The look of relief was like sending the plague god, sending the old stone tray to Lin Kai’s hands. 

The old man with white beard, beautiful women and handsome men did not leave, but looked at Lin Kai 

and the boss of Zhenbaoge, trading there. 

When I saw Lin Kai, I got the old stone plate. 

The old man with white beard looked at Lin Kai with admiration, and then respectfully invited: “Little 

brother, to thank you for not letting me buy this old stone plate, it’s noon now. How about I invite you 

to dinner? Okay. Thanks a lot.” 

Lin Kai shook his head and smiled: “Old gentleman, I don’t need to say thank you. I don’t need a meal. 

Thank you for the old gentleman’s invitation, but I have other things, so I don’t have time to have a meal 

together.” 

Hearing this, the old man with white beard had no choice but to say: “Little brother, thank you again if I 

have a chance next time.” 

The beautiful woman laughed at Lin: “This little brother, can you leave a contact information, in the 

future…” 



Before the beautiful woman could finish speaking, at this moment, a group of people suddenly broke in 

from the door of the Treasure Pavilion. 

That group of people is exactly the group of people who got off the dozen or so luxury cars at the front 

of this antique street not long ago. 

Although the tourists didn’t notice Lin Kai, they entered this treasure pavilion. 

But when he was chasing Lin Kai, some of those backward group still saw him, and Lin Kai entered the 

Treasure Pavilion. 

I also know that Lin Kai’s skills are indeed average. 

So after gathering thirty or forty people, they rushed into the treasure pavilion together to teach Lin Kai 

and take He Shiyun away. 

After this group of people came in, they saw Lin Kai at a glance, each with a fierce light, and they went 

directly towards Lin Kai and surrounded. 

Seeing this, Lin Kai shook his head slightly. He didn’t talk nonsense. First, he handed the wooden box 

with the old stone plate in his hand to He Shiyun next to him. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai confronted him, and the group walked over. 

Seeing this group of people breaking in, the handsome man frowned, then stepped forward and stood in 

front of the old man with white beard and the beautiful woman. 

As for the owner of the Treasure Pavilion, although he is very afraid of how this group of people 

suddenly broke in, but he is even more afraid that this group of people will smash all kinds of antiques in 

his Treasure Pavilion. 

His Jumbo Pavilion is a century-old shop after all, and the antiques in it are basically real. 

So each one is a bit expensive. 

In the face of such big interests, he immediately scolded the group of people: “What do you want to do! 

This is my shop, so get out of me soon! If you return something from me, you will have to compensate! 

Let me tell you that this item of mine is genuine and very expensive!” 

When they heard the words of the owner of Jumbo Pavilion, the group of people who broke in couldn’t 

help froze in place. 

The reason why they acted unscrupulously on Lin on the street outside, and ignored the vendors who 

set up stalls outside. That was because. The stalls outside are basically fake, nothing expensive, they are 

cheap. 

But at first glance, this shop is an old shop. The contents in it are basically genuine products, and any 

one can really sell for tens of millions. 

Although there are people behind them, they can’t really behave like this. There is still no problem with 

shooting two people on the street, and the people behind them can still be suppressed. 



Therefore, it is such a high-profile, in broad daylight, they shot Lin Kai and He Shiyun. 

But if you really want to destroy something and cause serious losses to innocent people, and if the 

trouble is big, then the people behind them will not be able to suppress it. 

So now, when they heard the boss of Jumbo Pavilion say so, it was neither an advance nor a retreat, and 

they were frozen in place. 

Lin Kai didn’t take the initiative when seeing this scene, but watched it with interest. Immediately there 

was a playful smile at the corner of his mouth, and then he threw the piece next to it, which looked like 

an extraordinary blue and white porcelain, into one of them. 

The man shuddered in fright, without needing anything else to say, he quickly caught the blue and white 

porcelain. 

“Idiot! Put the blue and white porcelain back quickly!” 

The leader yelled at the man. 

Hearing this, the man, also in a cold sweat, put the blue and white porcelain back. 

The boss of Treasure Pavilion glared at Lin Kai, completely wondering why Lin Kai did this. 

In fact, Lin Kai was testing how much energy this group of people could have in Shenling City. 

What disappointed him was that he didn’t even dare to break a blue and white porcelain, and he had to 

be so careful. He looked highly, and Wan Jiaming asked to move. 

Lin Kai felt boring at once, and originally wanted to play with it with evil taste. 

After thinking about it, Lin Kai took the initiative and rushed towards the group of people. 

The group of people were very annoyed when they saw Lin Kai not retreating but advancing, but they 

immediately retreated to the door of Treasure Pavilion. 

“on!” 

When the leader saw Lin Kai also come to the door, he immediately shouted angrily, and a group of 

people finally headed towards Lin Kai unscrupulously. 

Lin Kai entered extremely calmly, and shook his head disappointedly in the encirclement of this group of 

people: “It’s really boring, since you are chasing after you, the ten people lying outside the door are 

what you look like next.” 

 


